Weighted cue integration in the rodent head direction system
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How the brain combines information from different sensory modalities and of differing reliability is an important and still-unanswered question. Using the head direction (HD) system as a model, we explored the resolution of conflicts between landmarks and background cues. Sensory cue integration models predict averaging of the two cues, whereas attractor models predict capture of the signal by the dominant cue. We found that a visual landmark mostly captured the HD signal at low conflicts: however, there was an increasing propensity for the cells to integrate the cues thereafter. A large conflict presented to naive rats resulted in greater visual cue capture (less integration) than in experienced rats, revealing an effect of experience. We propose that weighted cue integration in HD cells arises from dynamic plasticity of the feed-forward inputs to the network, causing within-trial spatial redistribution of the visual inputs onto the ring. This suggests that an attractor network can implement decision processes about cue reliability using simple architecture and learning rules, thus providing a potential neural substrate for weighted cue integration.

1. Introduction

The ‘sense of direction’ is supported by the limbic head direction (HD) cells, which respond to allocentric HD (that is, direction of the head with respect to the world) regardless of the animal’s location in an environment [1,2]. Each HD cell is tuned to a single head orientation, and when the head is directed to the cell’s preferred firing direction the cell fires at maximum [1]. Many studies have illustrated that the HD system is strongly reliant on external landmark cues in order to determine heading direction [3–5]. However, this reliance is variable, depending upon the type of external cue, the location of that cue in the environment, the prior experience of the cue and the duration of exposure to it. HD cells also maintain their firing in the dark, albeit with a drift in preferred firing direction [3]. The ability of HD cells to maintain stable firing when landmarks are not visible suggests that the cells can rely on self-motion information to sustain the signal when landmark information is unavailable [3,6,7].

Theoretical models have proposed that landmark and self-motion cues interact by convergence onto an interconnected network of cells known as a ring attractor [8,9]. This is a hypothetical network of HD cells in which activity moves smoothly from one set of cells to the next via recurrent connections between the cells, as the animal turns through space, thus keeping the signal constantly and dynamically updated (see the electronic supplementary material and [10] for a more detailed explanation). The influence of self-motion cues in shifting activity around this conceptual ‘ring’ may be supported by weak environmental information, such as static auditory, olfactory and other transiently stable cues, collectively producing a set of cues that we refer to here as ‘background cues’ that serve to align the animal’s internal representation of HD with the external world.
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The HD signal may drift or become unreliable over time and can be periodically corrected, or ‘reset’, by the influence of landmarks. When landmarks and background cues conflict (for example, when looking up and seeing a familiar landmark in an unexpected direction), then the system needs to decide which cue(s) to ‘trust’ (did the landmark move or am I disoriented?) and by how much. This is a classic case of sensory cue integration, the general neural mechanisms of which are unknown at present. HD cells provide a useful model system with which to explore such mechanisms because they produce a simple and easily measured output along a single dimension (direction).

A number of previous studies have examined how HD cells respond to cue conflict [3,4,7,11–18]. Such studies have suggested that there is visual capture (dominance of visual landmark control) when conflicts are small but capture by the background cues when conflicts are large [19,20], a switch that has been attributed to the dynamics of the ring attractor. In order to examine this process in more detail, we therefore examined HD cell activity when a visual directional landmark conflicted with background cues by angular amounts that steadily increased across days. We predicted that we would see complete (or almost complete) cue capture, by either the background cues or the landmark, with a transition from one cue to the other at a certain ‘break point’. However, as we show here, this did not happen: the cells instead adopted intermediate states. This finding is not consistent with standard attractor dynamics because the activity should always be ‘dragged’ around the ring towards the strongest cue, until it aligns with the cue and cannot move any further. The finding of intermediate states, where activity shifts to a point short of the strongest cue, implies that some additional process must be occurring. We propose that this compromise behaviour could be mediated by plasticity in the inputs, such that the strongest cue actually shifts its connections with the ring attractor. We show how such short-term plasticity in an attractor network might provide a mechanism for reliability-weighted cue averaging, and further that longer-term plasticity in the same inputs could account for new learning about cue reliability.

2. Material and methods

(a) Subjects

Subjects were nine adult male Lister Hooded rats (six in Experiment 1 and three in Experiment 2), weighing between 250 and 400 g at the time of surgery. The rats in Experiment 1 were non-naive to the recording setting, having been recorded in another simultaneous experiment examining the influence of geometry on HD cells during disorientation and non-disorientation conditions [21]. In this experiment, they undertook foraging trials in environments of varying geometry that were rotated from trial to trial—the animals were thus familiar with the curtained enclosure and with the foraging procedure, and possibly with uncontrolled distal auditory and olfactory cues. The rats in Experiment 2 were naïve to the environment at the start of recording. The rats were housed individually (11:11 light:dark, with 1 h (×2) simulated dawn/dusk) on a food-restricted diet (sufficient to maintain 90% of free-feeding weight) with ad libitum access to water. In Experiment 1, the rats were implanted with recording electrodes in anterior thalamus (ADN; n = 2), postsubiculum (PoS; n = 2) or retrosplenial cortex (RSC; n = 2). In Experiment 2, all electrodes were located in RSC. All procedures were licenced by the UK Home Office subject to the restrictions and provisions contained in the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986.

(b) Electrode implantation

All rats were implanted at the start of the experiment with 4-tetrode electrode bundles, using methods previously described [21]. In Experiment 1, two rats (R321 and R344) were implanted in the PoS (bregma coordinates: 6.7 AP, 2.8 ML, 1.6 DV), two rats (R409 and R410) were implanted in the ADN (bregma coordinates: –1.8 AP, 1.4 ML, –2.1 DV), and two rats (R1696 and R1704) were implanted in the RSC (bregma coordinates: –5.5/–6.3 AP, 1.5/1.5 ML, –1.2/–2.3 DV). Once the electrodes were in place, the metallic guide cannula was pulled down over the remaining exposed wire. Sterile Vaseline (Lever Faberge, Germany) was placed around the bottom of the guide cannula and the implant was then attached to the skull with dental acrylic. The animals were then monitored periodically until they awoke. All animals were given at least one week to recover following the surgery, during which time they were given ad libitum access to food and water. They were given meloxicam (Metacam, Boehringer Ingelheim) for the first 3 days postsurgery, administered in fruit jelly (0.15 ml per 0.85 ml portion of jelly).

(c) Apparatus

A circular wooden platform 1.2 m in diameter was located in the centre of a curtained enclosure 2 m in diameter (figure 1a) and positioned 50 cm from the floor on a box. Beneath the platform, inside the box, was a detuned radio generating white noise, to mask auditory cues. The walls of the arena were made of translucent flexible plastic that allowed the presentation of a landmark in the form of a bright spot, created by a flashlight positioned on a clamp stand behind the wall. As all main lights were switched off during the experiment, the flashlight was the only salient polarizing landmark. During cue conflict trials, two lights were used so the light could easily move location without the need
to physically move the flashlights. Only one light was ever switched on at a time.

(d) Screening and recording procedures

Screening for cells commenced one week after surgery and took place in a room separate from the actual experimental room, to minimize the learning of extraneous cues in the recording environment by the rats. Screening and recording were done using multi-channel recording equipment (DacqUSB, Axona Ltd). The rats were connected to the recording device via lightweight wires attached to the microdrive. The potentials recorded on each of the 16 electrodes of the four tetrodes were passed through AC-coupled, unity gain operational amplifiers mounted on the rat’s head (headstage) and fed to the recording system. The signal was amplified (approx. 20,000 times), bandpass filtered (500 Hz–7 kHz), and then collected and stored on a computer for offline analysis. Each of the four wires of one tetrode was recorded differentially with respect to one of the wires of one of the other tetrodes in order to subtract common noise (e.g. chewing artefact).

In order to determine the direction of the rat’s head, a directional headstage was used in which two LEDs of differing sizes (one large and one small), spaced 8 cm apart, were attached to the headstage. The angle of the lights with respect to the head was noted for each implant. The lights were detected by a video camera attached to the ceiling, and Dacq hardware and software used to extract position and HD, respectively. During screening, rats were encouraged to sample the space by foraging for sweet cereal while the oscilloscope was monitored to check for unit spiking. If no single-cell activity was present, the electrodes were lowered by approximately 50 μm. If no HD cells were found, rats were returned to their home cage for at least 4 h before the next screening session. If HD cells were found, a recording session was run. Only one 5-trial session (described below) was run on a given day, with sessions of increasing conflict size run on successive days where possible, until the cell was lost.

When a well-isolated and stable HD cell was found, the rat was taken into the experimental room in an opaque carrying box and placed on a raised holding box outside the curtained enclosure, in order to acclimatize to the room for 5 min. During this time, the rat was connected to the recording device and returned to the box, which was then carried into the enclosure through one of three joins in the curtains, and placed in a pseudo-random location on the floor. After 1 min, the rat was taken out of the holding box and placed at the centre of the platform.

On the first session, the environment was set up so that one flashlight was on while the second flashlight, which was switched off, was placed 20° away from the first light, in a clockwise direction. This direction remained constant for each rat, except in the probe trials when the direction was reversed (beginning anticlockwise). Recording began when the rat was placed in the environment, whereupon it began foraging for food scattered across the arena surface by the experimenter. After 4 min of recording, the original light was switched off, signalling the end of trial one, and the rat was left in darkness for 10 s before the second light, located at a given angular distance from the first, was switched on for a further 4 min of recording. This protocol was then repeated so that during each session there were five trials, three with the light in the original location and two with it in its rotated location (figure 1b). Cell activity was continuously recorded during this whole time period (20 min and 40 s). At no point in a recording session was the rat disoriented or the platform cleaned. Therefore, the rat could have used olfactory cues from the platform, or vestibular information, to orient itself. These vestibular information and olfactory cues (collectively called ‘background cues’) remained intact throughout the session.

For the subsequent session, on a different day, both lights were moved to a new location around the arena, so as to prevent the rat from forming a stable association with distant auditory and olfactory cues that would interfere with landmark control. For Experiment 1, the angular separation between the lights was increased by 20° from the previous day, up to a maximum of 180°, while for Experiment 2 it remained constant at 140°.

(e) Single neuron analysis

Cluster-cutting software (Tint, Axona Ltd) was used to analyse the data offline. Clusters were generated based on the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the spike traces for each pair of electrodes, and separated manually. Cells with a peak firing rate of less than 1.0 Hz across the session were excluded from further analysis. For the remainder, polar plots of spike rate against HD were created in Tint, using a smoothing kernel of five bins, in order to determine each cell’s directional firing preference.

Four parameters were used to assess the characteristics of each HD cell’s activity: mean firing direction, peak firing rate, resultant vector length and directional firing range (tuning curve width). In order to calculate these parameters, the spike count for each direction across the whole trial was recorded along with the dwell time for each direction (the amount of time the rat faced each direction). In MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), the spike count and dwell time were divided into 60 six-degree bins. To calculate the firing rate count for each directional bin, the spike count was divided by the dwell time. Resultant vector lengths (see below) were calculated on this unsmoothed firing rate data. The mean firing direction was calculated by smoothing the firing rate using a kernel of 5°, and then taking a weighted circular average of the smoothed firing rate count.

The preferred firing direction was also calculated by finding the directional bin with the highest average firing rate, and thus can be equated to the mode of the tuning curve. As the mode does not take into account all data points, the analysis in the results section uses the mean firing direction.

In order to assess the degree to which the data deviated from the circular mean, resultant vector lengths were calculated on unsmoothed data. Thus, resultant vector lengths (‘R’) measure the circular spread of data. In order to calculate the resultant vector length, the circular mean value of the angular data was calculated. This was done by transforming the angular data into vectors

\[ r_i = \left( \cos \alpha_i, \sin \alpha_i \right) \]

These vectors were then averaged to produce a mean resultant vector (‘R’)

\[ \bar{r} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} r_i \]

The absolute value of \( \bar{r} \) gave the length of this mean resultant vector (‘R’):

\[ R \equiv || \bar{r} || \]

Resultant vector lengths (‘R’ range from 0 to 1. Resultant vector length ‘R’ values that are closer to 1 indicate less variance in the dataset. A Rayleigh test (z-test statistic) can be then be used to see how large the ‘R’ values (resultant vector lengths) must be to indicate a non-uniform distribution [14]. A significant Rayleigh test indicates that the distribution is clustered around a particular direction. HD cells that had an ‘R’ value of less than 0.3 within a given session were excluded [22].

Analysis of HD cell mean firing direction was performed using circular statistics, examining mean values of cells that had been recorded simultaneously, i.e. as an ensemble (ranging from 1 to 3 cells). All circular analysis was also done using the CircStat Matlab toolbox [23], with a subset of trials checked by...
hand, yielding identical values. In order to analyse the rotation of HD cells between the standard and shifted-light conditions, the circular mean direction of cells in each light-shift trial was subtracted from the circular mean direction of cells in the preceding standard trial, to provide a measure of how far the ensemble rotated. The mean of these two rotations was taken to be the mean ensemble shift for that session. These mean shifts were then subtracted from the predicted angle of shift (based on how much the light had rotated) to produce absolute deviations from expected rotation. The mean vector length of absolute deviations for each condition was calculated. The Rayleigh test [23] was then used to determine whether these absolute mean deviations clustered around a particular direction. Circular inferential statistics [23] were used to compare absolute mean deviation values against zero (the predicted deviation given perfect light-following), using a one-sample test. The Watson–Williams test (the circular analogue of the one-way ANOVA) was used to calculate the main effects of circular mean rotation across session.

In order to measure the width of the HD tuning curve (the firing rate versus HD plot) the two sides of the curve were linearized using the method of Taube et al. [1]. This was done by selecting (by eye) a point adjacent to the peak and another point on the curve close to the base, and drawing a line through these that was extrapolated down to the x-axis. The distance between the x-intercepts of the two lines was taken to be the width of the tuning curve.

(f) Histological analysis
Once the experiments were finished, the rats were then deeply anaesthetized with isoflurane induction followed by sodium pentobarbital injection. When breathing ceased they were transcardially perfused with saline followed by paraformaldehyde (4%). The brains were removed and stored in paraformaldehyde (4%) for at least one week before being sliced into 40 μm sections on a freezing microtome. The sections were then mounted and stained with Cresyl violet, and the slides were observed under a DM750 microscope (Leica, UK) in order to determine the site of the electrode track, which was verified using a rat brain atlas [24].

3. Results
(a) Experiment 1
A total of 17 individual HD cells, in eight ensembles of one to three cells in each, were recorded from six rats during 54 sessions of 270 trials. These 17 HD cells met the inclusion criteria of having a peak firing rate of more than 1.0 Hz and a mean vector length ('R') of more than 0.3. Across all 17 cells, the average peak firing rate was 16.37 Hz (±2.25), the average firing range was 120.8° (±4.86) and the average 'R' value was 0.54.

(i) Cue conflict trials
When the light cue was moved, thus generating a conflict between the light and the background cues, cells generally rotated their mean firing direction in the same direction. An example of the response of a single HD cell to rotation of the light by 120° is shown in figure 2.

If multiple cells were recorded in a session, the average mean shift was calculated, because HD cells from a single animal always act in concert and react together to environmental changes [1]. All subsequent analysis was performed on ensemble data using the CircStat Matlab toolbox. The pattern of response for the cells from the six animals, across the range of conflicts, is shown in figure 3.

These data showed an interesting relationship between the amount of conflict and the responses of the cells (figure 3 and table 1). For conflicts between 20° and 100°, there was a general trend for the cells to follow the light fairly closely except for an absolute mean deviation or ‘undershoot’ that was approximately constant. The variation within the data also increased with an increase in light rotations, which is reflected in the standard deviation values and vector length ‘R’ values. However, column six of table 1 shows that all data points are significantly clustered (at an α-level of 0.05* or 0.001****) within each of the light rotation sessions (Rayleigh test, see table 1). This suggests that all the recorded HD cells rotated their firing by similar amounts when exposed to a given light conflict. The comparison between the actual mean ensemble shift for each session and the expected shift (light rotation) is illustrated in figure 4. Figure 4 also shows the mean firing rotation for each session when data from only the last 2 min of each trial were used. It can be seen that the mean firing shift for the latter half of each trial is very similar to the mean firing shift for the entire trial, indicating that the mean firing direction had stabilized within at least the first 2 min of each trial.

Figure 4 shows that the mean shift in cells steadily increased with the angular rotation of the light (i.e. the cells followed the light), with a slight undershoot, up until the point at which the light shifted by more than 120°, at which point the angular separation between the shift of the light and the shift of the cells’ preferred firing direction began to steadily increase. This pattern in the data was quantified by calculating the amount of shift in the mean firing direction as a percentage of the actual light rotation (table 1). A Watson–Williams test revealed a main effect of session (F₆,₄₅ = 4.86, p < 0.001). Post hoc tests were then applied to these data, to determine (i) whether the mean firing direction rotated significantly less than the light and (ii) rotated significantly more than would be predicted by the background cues (i.e. more than zero). This analysis showed that the deviation in mean firing rotation from the actual light rotation was significantly greater than zero for all conflicts, except 120° (table 2, column 3).

This is consistent with the under-rotation of HD cells’ mean firing direction that has been reported in the literature, which are typically around 15°–20° [3,25]. In comparing the mean firing shift with the unrotated background cues, we found that the mean firing shifts for all sessions were also significantly different from zero (table 2, column 5). This indicates that on average cells showed some rotation during all sessions and were not controlled completely by either cue.
Taken together, these results suggest that the HD cells used a combination of both the light landmark and the background cues at all conflict sizes. The weighting of this information was, however, dependent on the session. For the first part of the session, the mean firing rotation was approximately the same as the light shift minus a constant offset of around 20°. This pattern showed some variation between animals, with cells in rat 1704 showing more of a tendency to steadily pull away from the light as conflict increased (figure 3). For conflicts past 120°, from the sixth session onwards, the tuning curves suddenly started to drop away substantially in all cases, with most cells adopting (to varying degrees) intermediate states that showed a steady progression from being closer to the light to closer to the background cues.

Examination of the pattern of responding in individual rats revealed that this compromise between cues occurred within single cells and was not just a population average. The majority of cells adopted intermediate mean firing directions (with the exception of those in rat 321, which showed a more abrupt switch). Thus, for the majority of cells, the intermediate rotation values for the light rotations of 140° and 160° (figure 4) are due to intermediate values expressed

Table 1. The table shows the mean shift for all cells per session, expressed both in degrees and as a percentage of the actual light shift. Remaining columns show the absolute mean deviations (mean shift–light rotation), standard error as % of the light shift, vector length, and results from the Rayleigh test to determine whether they significantly cluster (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>light shift</th>
<th>ensemble shift (mean)</th>
<th>mean shift (% light shift)</th>
<th>abs. deviation (mean as % of light shift)</th>
<th>s.e.m.</th>
<th>vector length 'R'</th>
<th>Rayleigh test (Z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20°</td>
<td>12.84°</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>7.16° (± 9.2)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>5.96***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40°</td>
<td>19.76°</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>20.24° (± 8.3)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>5.88***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°</td>
<td>42.58°</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>17.42° (± 4.6)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>5.92***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80°</td>
<td>60.38°</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>19.62° (± 7.59)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>5.58***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100°</td>
<td>73.06°</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>26.94° (± 5.41)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>5.68***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120°</td>
<td>91.34°</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>28.66° (± 14.49)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>2.98*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140°</td>
<td>70.34°</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>69.66° (± 10.88)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.82*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160°</td>
<td>48.68°</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>111.32° (± 6.64)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>4.02**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180°</td>
<td>30.87°</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>149.13° (± 4.76)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>5.22**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
across all trials and not to a combination of trials where cells rotated fully with the light and trials where they completely failed to rotate.

(ii) Probe trials
The progressively increasing under-rotation of the firing directions may be due to one or both of two factors. The first is that perhaps the system learned about a steadily increasing uncertainty concerning the location of the light, based on the repeated conflicts with the background cues: in other words, it learned that the light could not be trusted as a reliable indicator of direction, so that the light failed to capture the cells. The other is that perhaps the system always trusted the light, but gradually learned a new association between the light and the directional system. That is, perhaps the light always captured the cells but the relationship between the light and the cells changed across time. We tested this possibility by introducing probe trials in three animals in which the light was unexpectedly moved in the opposite direction, anticlockwise instead of the usual clockwise. If the cells had simply learned that the light was uncertain (had a broad variance), they should under-rotate in these probes just as they under-rotated following rotations in the usual direction. If they had learned a new mapping, then on these reverse trials they should over-rotate, to maintain the same position with respect to the light. The results of these probes are shown by the open triangles in figure 3. It is evident that in these counter-rotation probes, the cells show the amount of under-rotation that would be predicted on the basis of the data points on either side. Thus, it seems unlikely that the cells learned a new mapping—rather, they seem to have simply learned a weaker influence. This is discussed further in the next section.

(b) Experiment 2
In this experiment, rats were exposed to the same conflict protocol, but only a single conflict size—140°—was used. Using the same inclusion criteria as for Experiment 1, we selected for analysis a total of five individual HD cells, in four ensembles of one and two cells in each. These five
cells were recorded from three rats during seven sessions of 35 trials. Across all five cells, the average peak firing rate was 22.98 Hz (±8.96), the average firing range was 164.18° (±103.25) and the average ‘R’ value was 0.4.

(ii) Cue conflict trials
By contrast with Experiment 1, the switching on of the light at 140° in these initially naive rats produced strong cue-following—cells rotated their mean firing direction close to 140° on all trials (figure 5). The deviation in mean firing rotation from the actual light rotation (140°) was not significantly greater than zero (upper CI = 53.86, lower CI = −26.36). Statistical analysis of the ensemble activity showed that all data points are significantly clustered (Rayleigh test, z = 3.92, p < 0.05), suggesting that all the recorded HD cells, across all trials, rotated their firing by similar amounts when exposed to the 140° light conflict. A Watson–Williams test [23] showed that there was a significant difference in the mean firing shift during Experiment 1 and those trials in Experiment 2 when the light shifted by 140°, \( F_{1,11} = 6.52, p < 0.05 \). We can therefore conclude that in Experiment 1 at a 140° light conflict, HD cells (that had previously been exposed to smaller light conflicts) significantly under-rotated. However in Experiment 2, where HD cells had not previously been exposed to smaller light conflicts, the tuning curve rotation did not deviate significantly from the light cue rotation at 140°.

4. Discussion
The present experiment examined how HD cells responded to a conflict between two cue sets: background cues (including self-motion cues and uncontrolled environmental cues) versus a highly salient landmark cue. We found that the cells responded not by ‘cue capture’, a winner-take-all process in which they followed the strongest cue set, but rather in an integrative fashion in which the cells adopted a firing direction intermediate between the directions signalled by the two cue sets. Furthermore, the position of the compromise firing direction shifted with amount of conflict and/or experience, being close to the visual cue initially, and close to the background cues towards the end of the conflict series. The weighting of the background cues was much less in naive animals, suggesting a contribution of experience to the decision process.

‘Under-rotation’ of HD cells in response to cue rotation has been reported in a number of previous studies, and indeed seems to be a highly reliable finding in cue conflict experiments. In the original study of cue control of HD cells by Taube et al. [3], two cells tested with cue card rotation done while the animals were present in the environment showed under-rotation. A number of more recent studies have found similar results [3,4,7,11–18]. For example, Taube & Burton [7] explicitly introduced a conflict between a cue card and the rat’s current sense of direction, and found that although the HD signal was somewhat corrected by the cue, there was an under-rotation of around 20°, suggesting a contribution from both the previous HD orientation and the (now-rotated) landmark. A summary of the studies in which responding to a rotated cue has been examined is presented in table 3. Although the amount of under-rotation varies, presumably as a function of other factors like whether and how much the rats were disoriented, or how salient the other cues were, it is nevertheless a highly consistent finding that rotation of a cue rarely results in cue following.

The additional contribution made by our study is that under-rotation is not constant but varies as a function of the experience of the animal; in animals exposed to repeated and gradually increasing cue conflicts the cells suddenly began to increase their under-rotation, while a similar degree of conflict in naive animals yielded much less undershoot (figure 5), indicating plasticity in the system.

It is not fully straightforward to explain these findings. On the one hand, it seems natural that when there are conflicting cues, a sensory system should respond in a compromise manner, expressing contributions from both sets of cues. On the other hand, how could such integrative dynamics arise from an attractor network? Why does the signal rotate partly towards the cue but then stop? Why does not the cue, which is constantly present, ‘drag’ activity in the network all the way around until the conflict is eliminated? (Or conversely, if the competing cues are very strong, fail to drag it at all?). The settling of the HD system to a position short of complete reorientation suggests that some kind of plasticity must have occurred, reweighting the visual cue dynamically during the trial, so that by the end it has a slightly different relationship with the HD signal. In the electronic supplementary material, and also in the companion paper to this one [10], we explore this issue in detail, outlining how plasticity in an attractor network can lead to integrative behaviour and presenting some simulations of this process. According to our hypothesis, rapid intratrial reweighting of the inputs from the landmark onto the (putative) ring attractor would result in the activity of the HD network stabilizing at a point intermediate between the two excitatory drives onto the ring (the one from the landmark via the visual system and the other from the background cues; electronic supplementary material, figure S2). The amount of integration would depend on the speed of reorientation, which in turn would depend on the strength of the sensory drive. For a very strong drive from, say, the visual landmark, reorientation would be rapid and reweighting would have little time to occur, leading to activity progressing almost all the way around the ring to be captured by the visual cue. Indeed, Redish [27] has discussed how a very strong cue could cause activity to disappear from the original location on the ring and reappear at the location of the cue, without moving...
Table 3. Summary of the literature on cue conflict experiments with HD cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>study</th>
<th>relevant manipulation</th>
<th>HD response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taube et al. [1,3]</td>
<td>cue card rotated stepwise with animal in situ</td>
<td>two cells tested in four trials—under-rotation of approximately 30° – 60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taube &amp; Burton [7]</td>
<td>rat walked between familiar cylindrical compartment containing cue card, through novel passageway to novel rectangular compartment, and then returned. Sometimes, before return, the cue card in the cylinder was rotated 90°</td>
<td>when cue card rotated by 90°, cells (n = 24) under-rotated by around 20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taube [25]</td>
<td>rat removed from chamber while cue card rotated ± 90°, or 180°, rat mildly disoriented before being replaced</td>
<td>HD cells in the ADN showed a deviation from expected shift of around 13°, with a tendency to under-rotate (10 under-rotations and three over-rotations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodridge &amp; Taube [4]</td>
<td>rat removed from cylinder and mildly disoriented, replaced in cylinder, then cue card re-introduced at a position conflicting with current HD orientation, which was either (i) the original location or (ii) 90° rotated</td>
<td>(i) when cue card returned to original position, cells returned to within 7° of original heading direction.  (ii) When card returned to rotated position, cells rotated towards card but under-rotated by around 40°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knierim et al. [12]</td>
<td>place and HD cells recorded in a cylinder with a cue card that was rotated from trial to trial; rats were (i) disoriented or (ii) not disoriented before being placed in the apparatus on each trial</td>
<td>for both groups, rotation of the cells occurred to within 15° of card rotation, but the probability of complete disconnection from the card was increased in the disorientation-trained rats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dudchenko et al. [15]</td>
<td>rat removed from recording cylinder and mildly disoriented, meanwhile floor paper changed and cue card rotated 90°. (clockwise in first session, anticlockwise in second session)</td>
<td>15 rotations tested in each direction; cells showed under-rotation, but only of around 10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodridge et al. [18]</td>
<td>rats exposed to a novel cue card for (i) a short time (1 min), or (ii) a longer time (8 min), the rat then removed and disoriented, floor paper changed, etc., while the card was rotated 90°, rat was reintroduced</td>
<td>(i) (Their fig. 7B.) Eight HD cells showed mixed reaction (some cells rotating more than others) with a mean under-rotation of around 45°. (ii) (Their fig. 7A.) Five cells tested and found to under-rotate by around 20°, similar to rotation of a familiar cue card in Taube et al. [1,3] and Taube [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zugaro et al. [16]</td>
<td>with rat present, wall and cue card rotated 45°, 90° or 180°</td>
<td>a small but significant under-rotation of PoS and ADN HD cells of around 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zugaro et al. [17]</td>
<td>three evenly spaced objects at the periphery of a walled-off circular arena were rotated 120° in the absence of the rat; rat mildly disoriented before replacement</td>
<td>mild tendency to under-rotation; in 21 sessions the cells rotated less than the objects, in nine sessions they over-rotated; mean shift of around 5° less than the cues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoganasrimha et al. [13]</td>
<td>in a curtained-off arena with a central circular track, distal cues were rotated (while rat in a covered box) twice; (i) 45° clockwise and (ii) in a second session, an additional 45° clockwise. Rat mildly disoriented before being replaced on the track</td>
<td>(i) place and HD cells under-rotated by around 10° – 15°. (ii) The cells rotated close to 45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark et al. [26]</td>
<td>cue card rotated 90° clockwise or anticlockwise with rat not present; rat mildly disoriented before being replaced</td>
<td>19 HD cells under-rotated by around 15°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through intermediate locations on the ring at all, a proposition for which there is some experimental support [28]. Such behaviour would look like complete cue capture, with no integrative behaviour resulting. For a weaker landmark (one that had, for example, been experienced as unstable) then reorientation would be slower, reweighting would have more time to occur and activity would be integrative, assuming a final state that was further from that weaker cue.

An interesting property emerges from this hypothetical intratrial reweighting process, which is that it provides a method for weighted cue integration, in which the contribution of a sensory cue to a decision about the real world is weighted by the information, or reliability, possessed by the cue. Weighted cue combination has been a topic of considerable interest in the sensory integration community for many years but a biologically plausible neural mechanism has not been
forthcoming. In the electronic supplementary material, we explore the possibility that short-term plasticity in an attractor network may provide such a mechanism, and thus a method for making optimal decisions about imperfect or conflicted sensory information. We present a simulation of this proposal in a separate paper [10] and find not only weighted cue combination, but also the discontinuity seen in the HD cell responding when the conflict exceeds a certain level.

Our proposed network also possesses another property, which is that longer-term plasticity in the inputs from the landmark provides a mechanism for new learning about reliability. Several previous studies have found that HD and place cells’ responsiveness to a cue card is altered when the relationship between the cue and the internal sense of direction changes—for example, Knierim et al. [12] found that in rats that had been repeatedly disoriented prior to recording, HD cells and place cells were less likely to follow a cue card. The interpretation placed on this observation was that in disoriented rats, the variable relationship of the cue card to the HD signal caused the card to be treated as an unreliable landmark. Goodridge et al. [18] found that a cue card controlled HD reorientation if the rats had had 8 min of experience that the cue was stable, but much less so if they had only seen the cue for a minute [18], again suggesting that experience of stability/reliability is an important determinant of cue control.

How might ‘reliability’ be encoded in a neural network? One possibility is in the form of the strength and distribution of weights from the visual neurons to the HD cells. When reliability is high, then as suggested above, projections would be strong and only distributed over a narrow band of HD cells. When reliability is lower, e.g. because the rat has experienced instability of the visual cue, then the weights would be weaker and distributed over a larger range of HD cells. As a result, the pull from the visual drive would shift activity around the ring less quickly, allowing more time for reweighting and resulting in a greater final level of undershoot. Thus, between-trial reweighting provides a mechanism for cue learning (as distinct from within-trial plasticity for cue integration).

What could be the adaptive advantage of learned reliability-weighted averaging in the HD system? Under what circumstances could a landmark vary in reliability? Surely, an object in the world is either mobile, in which case it is useless as a landmark, or immobile, in which case is it fully reliable? One possibility has to do with the bootstrapping process by which we envisage that the HD system learns about cue configurations. Although stable landmarks do not vary in their allocentric direction, they may vary in how their direction is represented in the HD network, which has to learn the direction of a landmark based on its own current still-being-established HD signal. Before the signal itself is highly reliable, the system has to independently adjust the weightings of the landmarks and/or its own relationship to the cue constellation, until stability is achieved. It may be that the cue integration that we observed is a reflection of this bootstrapping process.

To conclude, then, our experiments show that HD cells resolve cue conflicts in a weighted manner, finding a stable endpoint that is located between the two component cue sets. The variable location of the endpoint suggests a weighted decision process, which could arise from plasticity in an attractor network. Our conclusion is that the ingredients for reliability-weighted cue integration are, in principle, present in the HD attractor network and perhaps in other sensory systems also.
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